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Abstract

The ectoparasite Varroa destructor Anderson and Trueman is the most important parasites

of the western honey bee, Apis mellifera L. The most widely currently used treatment uses

formic acid (FA), but the understanding of its effects on V. destructor is limited. In order to

understand the mechanism of action of FA, its effect on Varroa mites was investigated using

proteomic analysis by liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry/mass spectrometry (LC-

MS/MS). V. destructor was collected from honey bee colonies with natural mite infestation

before and 24 h after the initiation of FA treatment and subjected to proteome analysis. A

total of 2637 proteins were identified. Quantitative analysis of differentially expressed candi-

date proteins (fold change� 1.5; p� 0.05) revealed 205 differentially expressed proteins:

91 were induced and 114 repressed in the FA-treated group compared to the untreated con-

trol group. Impaired protein synthesis accompanied by increased protein and amino acid

degradation suggest an imbalance in proteostasis. Signs of oxidative stress included signifi-

cant dysregulation of candidate proteins of mitochondrial cellular respiration, increased

endocytosis, and induction of heat shock proteins. Furthermore, an increased concentration

of several candidate proteins associated with detoxification was observed. These results

suggest dysregulated cellular respiration triggered by FA treatment as well as an increase in

cellular defense mechanisms, including induced heat shock proteins and detoxification

enzymes.

Introduction

The ectoparasite Varroa destructor Anderson and Trueman was transferred from the eastern

honey bee, Apis cerana F., to the western honey bee, Apis mellifera L., in the early 19th century.

Since then, it has been considered one of the greatest threats to the western honey bee [1]. In

addition to habitat loss and pesticide use, it contributes significantly to the periodically high

winter losses [2–4].
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The Varroa mites reproduce in sealed brood cells [5] and cause considerable damage to

their host. The damage is caused in two ways: first, the mite sucks on fatty tissue and haemo-

lymph of adult and juvenile bees [6,7], but in addition, various pathogens such as viruses are

transmitted into the bee [8–10]. Infestation is associated with reduction of weight and life

span, malformation and weakening of the individual due to the loss of substance and possible

suppression of the immune system by mite saliva [11–14]. The loss of individuals leads to the

weakening of the entire colony as a superorganism through loss of colony functionality [15]

and the ability to perform thermoregulation in winter [16], and finally the loss of untreated

colonies within one to three years [17,18].

Earlier treatments with lipophilic hydrophobic substances such as fluvalinate and couma-

phos had the disadvantage of accumulating mainly in beeswax and causing development of

resistance in the mite [19,20], and thus the development of treatment with organic acids

became a major therapy option. Among the organic acids formic acid (FA) has the advantage

that it also penetrates the sealed cells and is still effective [21–23]. FA damages both the phore-

tic and reproductive stage of the mite [24]. According to our current knowledge, its application

does not lead to resistance of mites, and shows only minor residue problems in bee products

[22,25]. These facts, and because FA is approved as a natural active ingredient in organic

beekeeping, make FA particularly advantageous over synthetic acaricides and lead to its use

worldwide. The main disadvantage of the treatment is the high variability in its effectiveness:

the amount of FA evaporated and thus the efficiency of the treatment varies greatly depending

on external factors. These include primarily the ambient temperature and humidity, but also

the strength of the bee colony, the occurrence of brood and the type of application used in the

hive [3,26,27]. In addition, it also can cause damage on the bees [28–30]. There are several

options for optimization, meaning increased varroacide action and little side effects, like

online tools that are mostly based on the weather forecast since inappropriate treatment or

unsuitable climatic conditions frequently lead to honey bee damage, such as increased mortal-

ity of queen, brood and freshly hatched workers [3,30,31].

Although extensive research has been conducted on the application of FA [26,30,32], sur-

prisingly little is known about the mechanisms of FA damage and the molecular response in

mites. Generally, it is suggested that FA binds to cytochrome c oxidase and thereby inhibits the

mitochondrial electron transport chain [33–35] causing the mite to die. As a consequence, cel-

lular respiration is thought to be inhibited and the body becomes acidotic [30]. Molecular bio-

logical studies to prove the actual harmful effect of FA in Varroa mites have not yet been

implemented. In order to identify the actual processes going on in mites the assessment of the

global proteome seems appropriate because in reaction to the treatment it is expected that

changes occur that can be related to involved molecular pathways.

The aim of this project is to identify the molecular response of V. destructor to FA exposure.

For this purpose, LC-MS/MS analysis was performed to identify regulated metabolic pathways

and target structures of FA. These data may not only help to adapt and optimize FA treatment,

but also to better control the parasite in the future through the discovery and exploitation of

new cellular targets.

Material and methods

Formic acid treatment and sampling

V. destructor was obtained in two field trials conducted in 2018 and 2019, each from August to

September, in the apiary of the Institute of Veterinary Biochemistry of the Department of Vet-

erinary Medicine of the Free University of Berlin (latitude: 52.42898 ˚N, longitude: 13.23762

˚E). In each year, four colonies of Western honey bee A. mellifera carnica were used. These
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were kept in Segeberger hives made of polystyrene, consisting of two boxes, a lid and a walk-

able bottom with bottom grid and showed moderate natural mite infestation with an average

of 2.9 mites/day (2018) respectively 3 mites/day (2019). Besides that, all colonies of the apiary

did not show any symptoms of disease and the absence of American foulbrood (Paenibacillus
larvae) was confirmed by a health certificate.

In 2018, the average temperature recorded during the treatment period was 21 ˚C and pre-

cipitation averaged 12.2 liters per square meter. In the 2019 season, the average daily tempera-

ture during the treatment period was 20.3˚C and the average precipitation was 28.2 liters per

square meter.

All experimental colonies received treatment during the experiment with 200 ml of 60% FA

ad us. vet. (Serumwerk Bernburg AG, Bernburg, Germany) through a Nassenheider evapora-

tor universal R applicator (Joachim Weiland Werkzeugbau GmbH & Co. KG, Hoppegarten,

Germany). An average of 10 ml of FA evaporated per day and hive. The applicators were

removed from the colonies after approximately 10 days, after FA had completely evaporated.

Viable adult female V. destructor mites in reproductive and phoretic stages from the above-

mentioned honey bee colonies were used for the analyses. As a control, mites were collected

immediately before the start of the experiment (0 hours, control). 24 hours after the beginning

of FA treatment, mites were collected again (24 hours, treatment). For this purpose, individual

cells were opened and reproductive mites were removed from the capped brood cells using

brushes and forceps. Phoretic mites were collected either directly from the bodies of adult

honey bees with a fine bristle brush or from the surface of the adhesive board placed under the

frames to determine mite infestation. It was ensured that all mites were alive. In addition, only

clearly adult female mites were used for further analysis, which was evident from their size and

brownish-red coloration. Mites of both stages collected from all experimental colonies were

transferred to 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tubes and stored at -80˚C until further processing.

A total of eight biological replicates were used for further analyses, four in the control

group and four in the treatment group (0 and 24 hours). One biological replicate consisted of a

pool of 40 individuals, i.e., a total of 320 individual mites were used for this experiment. In

each pool, mites from reproductive and phoretic phases were mixed from all experimental col-

onies sampled in both years, 2018 and 2019. Pooling mites from different locations within the

hive (inside the cell, on the adult bees, and on the sticky board) was intended to balance poten-

tial differences in exposed FA concentrations to assess the effect of FA on all stages of the mite

in the hive and thus reflect conditions as close to practical conditions as possible. Furthermore,

by conducting the studies in two different years, seasonal differences, such as weather fluctua-

tions, nectar and pollen supply, should be compensated.

Protein isolation

The lysis buffer (urea 9 M, chaps 2%) was prepared by adding 10 mg dithiothreitol (DTT), 5 μl

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) and 1 μl protease inhibitor cocktail (Merck Biosciences

GmbH, Protease Inhibitor Set III Cat.Nr.539134) per 1 ml buffer.

40 Varroa mites were homogenized in 500 μl ice-cooled lysis buffer using a tissue homoge-

nizer (FastPrep FP120, Qbiogene Inc, Illkirch, France) and 1.4 mm ceramic beads in homoge-

nization tubes (MP Biomedicals, Heidelberg, Germany). Four homogenization cycles were

conducted for 15 s at 6 m/s, resting one minute on ice between each cycle to avoid heat-dam-

aging of the samples. After homogenization the samples were put on ice for 1 h. Every 20 min

a thorough mixing was performed by means of a vortexer (IKA Labortechnik, Staufen im

Breisgau, Germany). The samples were then centrifuged at 16,200 x g for 10 min at 4 ˚C. The

upper aqueous phase was carefully transferred to a new 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube and the
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total protein content of each sample was determined using the Pierce™ 660 nm Protein Assay

(Thermo Scientific, Karlsruhe, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions by use

of a BSA standard.

Proteome analysis using LC-MS/MS

Protein samples were used for one-dimensional (1D) gel electrophoresis. For each sample

38 μg protein was mixed with 5x Lane Marker Reducing Sample Buffer (Thermo Scientific,

USA) and incubated under shaking at 1400 rpm, 90 ˚C for 3 min. Samples were loaded on

sodium dodecyl sulfate gels (4% stacking gel and 12% separating gel). Electrophoresis was per-

formed at 10 mA per gel. Proteins were stained by colloidal Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250

(Roth, Kassel, Germany). Entire lanes were cut into gel pieces for each sample and an in-gel

tryptic cleavage was performed. Finally, samples were desalted and purified by SOLAμ
(Thermo Scientific, USA) as suggested by the manufacturer. After evaporation peptides were

resuspended in 15 μL 0.1% FA.

For each LC-MS/MS run 5 μL of total peptide lysate was injected into nanoHPLC (UltiMate

3000 RSLCnano, Dionex, Thermo Fisher Scientific). Peptides were trapped on a C18-reverse

phase trapping column (μPAC™ Trapping column, Pharmafluidics, Belgium), followed by sep-

aration on a C18-reverse phase analytical column (50 cm μPAC™ column, Pharmafluidics).

For separation a two-step gradient was applied as previously described [36]. Mass spectromet-

ric analysis of eluted peptides was performed on a Q Exactive HF mass spectrometer (Thermo

Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) coupled with a TriVersa NanoMate (Advion, UK)

source in LC chip coupling mode. A data dependent MS/MS measurement was performed in

positive mode with settings previously described [36].

MS data processing was performed using Proteome Discoverer (v.2.2, Thermo Fischer Sci-

entific, USA) with Sequest HT search engine against all listed "V.destructor" proteins of the

NCBI-RefSeq database (status as of 25.09.2019; filtered to no redundancy, 20.089 protein

entries). Search settings were set to trypsin (Full, max. missed cleavage sites: 2, precursor mass

tolerance: 10 ppm, fragment mass tolerance: 0.05 Da. Carbamidomethylation of cysteines was

specified as a fixed modification, oxidation of methionines and N-terminal acetylation as

dynamic modifications). False discovery rates (FDR) were determined using Percolator (Käll

et al. 2007). Proteins were considered as identified when at least one unique peptide was identi-

fied and the overall protein FDR was� 0.05. Proteins were quantified based on the intensities

of the top three identified peptides. The data was log2 transformed and median normalized.

Result processing

Statistical analysis of the log2-transformed FCs was performed in R-3.5.0. To unravel signifi-

cant (p-value� 0.05) changes compared to control the Student’s t-test was performed for ana-

lytes that were quantified in at least three of four biological replicates over all the treatments.

The obtained p-values were Benjamini & Hochberg adjusted.

For all identified differentially expressed proteins (DEP) between control and treatment

group the log2 fold changes were calculated. For the quantitative analysis only DEPs with a

fold change of at least 2 or above and a p-value of at least 0.05 or below were used, which were

found in at least three of four samples (control and treatment group).

A principal component analysis (PCA) was performed to describe differences in the general

distribution patterns of protein expression profiles between the control and treatment group.

The significantly regulated protein sequences were reannotated using eggnog mapper [37]

to allow functional annotation based on the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes

(KEGG) database [38] and evaluation of their accumulation in specific pathways.
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Results

Differentially expressed proteins after formic acid treatment

A total of 2637 proteins were identified. An average of 2272 proteins could be relatively quanti-

fied. The high number of proteins provides a solid base for the analysis of potential changes

caused by FA treatment.

A comparison of global protein expression between the FA-treated group and untreated

control cohort revealed 205 differentially expressed proteins that met the selected criteria of

fold change� 1.5 and p-value� 0.05. These included 91 increased and 114 decreased proteins

in the FA-treated group compared to the untreated control group (Fig 1). An overview of all

DEPs identified is documented in the appendix (S1 Table).

In order to prove the reproducibility of the group separation based on proteomics data a

PCA was performed. (Fig 2). The PCA clearly describes the alterations in protein expression at

different times of FA exposure and obviously separates the control and treatment samples into

specific groups. The first principal component (PC1) described 45% and PC2 19% of the vari-

ance between the control and treatment groups. These data show that the group separation

was obtained with high reproducibility.

KEGG pathway analysis

First, the DEPs were characterised with KEGG annotations to investigate the pathways in

which they are potentially involved. A total of 101 DEPs could be assigned a KEGG ID, which

corresponds to 49.72% of the significantly differentially expressed mite proteins. This is caused

mainly by the uncomplete assignment of the V. destructor genome. The KEGG IDs of the

Fig 1. Volcano-Plot analysis and number of DEPs in FA-treated Varroa mites. Volcano plot for differential protein expression: Scattered points

represent DEPs. The DEPs between the untreated control and treatment groups are plotted on the x-axis (log2 scale) and the statistical significance

(p� 0.05) on the y-axis (-log10 scale). The dotted lines show the fold changes above or below a 1.5-fold up or down control (values to the right and left of

the vertical lines) and the statistical significance of p� 0.05 (values above the horizontal line). Thus, the points in the upper left quadrant are proteins

significantly down-regulated after FA treatment, and points in the upper right quadrant are proteins significantly up-regulated after FA treatment. A total

of 115 proteins were significantly differentially expressed. 91 of them were up-regulated (at least 1.5-fold up-regulation, p� 0.05) and 114 were down-

regulated (at least 1.5-fold down-regulation, p� 0.05).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258845.g001
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proteins were then assigned to the pathways. In total, a participation of DEPs in 175 signaling

pathways could be shown. A total of six signaling pathways were potentially involved in the

molecular response to FA exposure, with an adjusted p-value < 0.05 and pathway coverage of

more than one protein. The number of proteins in each significant pathway was maximum 5

and the pathway coverage maximum 21.74%. Significantly enriched pathways included amino

acid and fatty acid degradation, Ras signalling pathway, and endocytosis. A table of all DEPs to

which a KEGG number could be assigned is provided in the Appendix (S2 Table).

In addition, other mite proteins were significantly differentially expressed without accumu-

lating in a signalling pathway. These included proteins that are associated with proteostasis.

These included proteins associated with the ribosome, which were present in mostly reduced

concentrations (Large Subunit Ribosomal Protein LP39 (log2 fold change: -2.23; t(6): -5,4; p:

0.03), 60S Acidic Ribosomal Protein P0-like (log2 fold change: -1.49; t(6): -11,84; p: 0.01)).

Translation factors, found dysregulated (Translation Initiation Factor 1A (log2 fold change:

-1.52; t(6): -6,68; p: 0.02), Translation Initiation Factor 4G (log2 fold change: -0.99; t(6): -4,39;

p: 0.05)) were predominantly present in lower concentrations after FA exposure. In contrast,

the protein concentration of structures involved in protein degradation was mainly induced

(20S Proteasome Subunit Alpha 4 (log2 Fold Change: 0.87; t(6): 8,77; p: 0.01), E3 Ubiquitin-Pro-
tein Ligase RNF126-like (log2 Fold Change: 1.46; t(6): 4,04; p: 0.05)). Furthermore, in most

cases there was a significant decrease in the concentration of proteins associated with cell res-

piration (Cytochrome C Oxidase Subunit 4 (log2 Fold Change: -1.15; t(6): -6,38; p: 0.02), Succi-
nyl-CoA Synthetase Beta Subunit (log2Fold Change: -0.80; t(6): -5,5; p: 0.03)). Among the

proteins with induced concentration were the enzymes associated with xenobiotic biodegrada-

tion and metabolism, according to the KEGG annotation, Homogentisate-1,2-Dioxygenase
(log2 Fold Change: 0.87; t(6): 5,28; p: 0.03), Carbonyl Reductase 1 (log2 Fold Change: 0.77; t(6):

4,59; p: 0.04) and Flavin-Containing Monooxygenase (FMO) GS-OX5-like (log2 Fold Change:

2.42; t(6): 5,21; p: 0.03). A selection of DEPs is shown in Fig 3 according to their involvement

in different categories of cellular function.

Fig 2. PCA to investigate the variance in the complete data matrix. Replicates of the control group are shown in red,

those of the treatment group in blue.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258845.g002
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Fig 3. Profile of DEPs in 24 h FA-treated mites versus untreated control group. The shown DEPs are at least 1.5-fold and

significantly (p-value� 0.05) regulated. A classification was made according to involvement in proteostasis (red-based colours), cell

respiration respectively oxidative stress (blue-based colours) and detoxification (green).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258845.g003
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Discussion

Few recent publications addressed Varroa proteomics studies. The study by Erban et al (2015)

presented the proteome of pathogens in V.destructor. In our study, a total of 2637 proteins

were identified, of which an average of 2272 proteins could be relatively quantified. This is

within the range of mite proteins previously identified by McAfee et al. [39] and Surlis et al.

[40]. McAfee et al (2017) [39] used an intensity-based label-free quantification method to iden-

tify a total of 3,102 proteins, including 1,433 differently expressed proteins across different

developmental stages (egg, protonymph, deuteronymph and adult). Surlis et al [40] identified

a total of 3757 peptides, representing 650 proteins with two or more peptides. A very recent

study performed a proteome analysis on chemosensory organs of reproductive and phoretic

Varroa mites and identified a total of 958 Varroa proteins [41].

To our knowledge, the influence of the varroacide FA on protein expression in the Varroa

mite has not been investigated in previous studies. Our holistic protein expression study was

the first to demonstrate the effects of a common FA treatment, showing corresponding protein

changes in Varroa mites.

Differentially expressed proteins and affected pathways after formic acid

treatment

Since the Varroa mite is not a model organism and its protein functions are mostly unknown,

only limited pathway coverages could be identified in most cases. Our analysis revealed a total

of six significantly enriched pathways in which more than one protein could be identified. To

discuss the effects of FA on the proteome most comprehensively, additional significantly dif-

ferentially expressed proteins that did not show significant pathway accumulation will also be

discussed in the following (Fig 4).

The analysis showed a significant dysregulation of proteins of mitochondrial cell respiration

in FA-exposed mites. The significantly lower concentration of Succinyl-CoA Synthetase indi-

cates an inhibition of the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle, which provides intermediates for the

biosynthesis of various macromolecules as well as energy and electron acceptors (flavin ade-

nine dinucleotide (FADH), nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH)) as the central meta-

bolic centre of aerobic organisms. A dysfunctional TCA cycle can therefore lead to various

functional disorders and cell pathologies due to the lack of substrates for synthesis processes

and the subsequent inhibition of the respiratory chain.

Furthermore, the results after exposure to FA showed a significantly reduced quantity of

several enzymes associated with the respiratory chain (NADH Dehydrogenase (complex I),

Cytochrome C Oxidase (complex IV), F-type H+-transporting ATPase (complex V)). A number

of studies have already demonstrated an inhibition of the mitochondrial electron transport

chain through binding of complex IV by FA [33–35]. Impairments of respiratory metabolism

are also evident in honey bees: under laboratory conditions, high concentrations of FA in the

air inhibit oxygen uptake in young and adult bees [30]. The study of Zerin et al. [42] addition-

ally demonstrated an inhibition of complex I by formaldehyde, a metabolite of FA, in neuro-

blastoma cells. A mitochondrial dysfunction triggered by FA would have far-reaching

consequences: the mitochondrial energy metabolism produces more than 90% of the cell

energy as ATP. The resulting ATP deficiency would have negative effects on important ATP-

consuming metabolic pathways. These include exercise, active transport and biosynthesis [43].

Disorders often manifest as psychomotor disorders, acidosis and hypoglycaemia [30,44,45].

Inhibition of the respiratory chain also leads to accumulation of NADH [46], which further

blocks the TCA cycle.
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A disruption of the mitochondrial respiratory chain is also associated with an increased

production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) [47,48]. These lead to uncontrolled oxidation of

DNA, carbohydrates, proteins and lipids through so-called oxidative stress [49]. Insects usually

react to this with symptoms of aging, which can finally result in cell death [50]. An indication

of oxidative stress is the significant increase in the concentration of the Heat shock 70kDa pro-
tein (HSP70) in FA-treated mites. Heat shock proteins (HSP), also known as stress proteins,

protect the cells under disadvantageous conditions from influences such as heat, nutrient defi-

ciency and oxidative stress [51–53].

The expression of HSP70 under stress conditions has already been described in insects [54].

For instance, FA treatment in honey bees resulted in increased HSP70 levels after treatment

with high (85%) and low (30%) concentrations compared to the untreated control [55]. Addi-

tionally, hypoxia leads to the expression of several HSP genes in Sarcophaga crassipalpis and

Drosophila melanogaster, including HSP70 [56,57] and also a direct influence of FA on HSP

expression in Saccharomyces cerevisiae has already been demonstrated (Lee, Park et al. 2010).

Consequently, also in this case FA treatment with potential inhibition of cellular respiration

could have led to oxidative stress and, in response, to overexpression of HSP70 in the mites.

Another response to oxidative stress could be the significantly enriched endocytosis signal-
ing pathway. In a review by López-Hernández et al. [58] induction of endocytosis in response

to oxidative stress was reported in several contexts. However, according to the authors, further

studies are needed to further elucidate the effects of ROS on endocytosis and the underlying

molecular mechanisms.

Furthermore, the proteome analysis of the FA-treated Varroa mites indicated an imbalance

in proteostasis due to a reduced protein synthesis with increased protein degradation. A simi-

lar effect of FA on protein biosynthesis has already been demonstrated in yeast cells as a result

of a downregulation of ribosome biogenesis [59]. In honey bees, FA lowers protein

Fig 4. Schematic representation of mechanism of action of FA. Blue solid arrows show FA influence on various

processes. Blue dotted arrows indicate an interaction of the processes. Arrows pointing up or down next to the process

definition indicate whether the interaction is positive or negative.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0258845.g004
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concentration, has a time-dependent effect on protease activity, and overall leads to suppres-

sion of the proteolytic system on the body surface of bees [60]. In our case, the limited protein

biosynthesis capacity of FA-treated mites was observed on the one hand by a general tendency

of reduction of ribosome-associated proteins and on the other hand by a predominantly

repressed expression of various translation factors. At the same time an induction of protea-

some-associated proteins could be shown. Ribosomes are essential for protein synthesis and

cell survival. Inhibition of ribosome synthesis (ribosomal stress) would lead to inhibition of

cell growth and cell division with resulting developmental disorders and aging processes [61].

The proteasome is a highly organized protease complex responsible for regulated proteolysis

during cell death and development in eukaryotic cells [62]. An increased activation of the pro-

teasome with simultaneous inhibition of the biosynthesis processes would result in a rapid

total protein loss. This means a significant loss of mass in the entire organism [63] and could

explain a damaging effect of FA on the Varroa mites. One reason for the imbalance of proteos-

tasis may be nutrient deficiency, in particular the lack of essential amino acids, leads to inhibi-

tion of ribosome synthesis [64] and at the same time, due to increased activity of the

proteasome, to an increased overall degradation of cell proteins to ensure the supply of the

organism with amino acids that are important for gluconeogenesis and energy production

[65]. The FA treatment could lead to a weakening of the mites with subsequent reduced food

intake, which would influence the activity of protein build-up and breakdown.

In addition to nutrient deficiency, cellular stressors such as hypoxia may also lead to inhibi-

tion of ribosome synthesis [66] and activation of proteasome-mediated protein degradation

[67,68]. This effect could have occurred in FA-treated mites due to mitochondrial dysfunction

with a limited respiratory chain (i.e., inhibition of cellular respiration). The oxygen radicals

produced by inhibition of the respiratory chain can also lead to an increased occurrence of

damaged proteins, which would be selectively eliminated by an increased activity of the protea-

some [63].

Proteins of branched-chain amino acid metabolism (BBAA) and lipid metabolism accumu-

lated in the significantly enriched pathways. As described above, FA treatment could lead to

reduced food intake by the weakened mites, which would induce BCAA and fatty acid degra-

dation. BBAAs serve as substrates for protein synthesis and play a critical role in determining

the structures of globular proteins [69]. They also stimulate protein synthesis and inhibit pro-

teolysis [70]. Thus, their degradation could further support an imbalance in proteostasis, as

described above.

The proteome analysis further revealed an increased concentration of several candidate

proteins associated with detoxification. Among these is Carbonyl Reductase 1, which is an

important non-P450 pathway for the metabolism of both endogenous substances and xenobi-

otics [71,72]. It belongs to the group of NADPH-dependent short-chain reductases with broad

substrate specificity [73] and plays an important role in drug metabolism and in protecting the

organism from potentially harmful carbonyls and quinones [74].

Another detoxification enzyme induced after 24 h FA exposure is the Homogentisate
1,2-Dioxygenase (HGD), which is involved in the degradation of the amino acids tyrosine and

phenylalanine [75]. In a feeding trial of honey bees an induction of this enzyme was demon-

strated after feeding with honey [76]. A study in Exophiala lecanii-corni investigating the deg-

radation mechanism of volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which includes FA, describes the

involvement of HGD in the metabolism of ethylbenzene [77].

The induction of the Peroxidase-like isoform X1, an antioxidant enzyme, is a further indica-

tion of oxidative stress, which can be triggered by a potential inhibition of the respiratory

chain. When the capacity of the antioxidative systems of the cell is exceeded, increased ROS
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production by damage to macromolecules triggers cell death. This could be one of the damag-

ing mechanisms of action of FA on Varroa mites.

Interestingly, an increase in the concentration of the FMO GS-OX5-like could be observed

in FA-exposed mites. The FMO GS-OXs are considered to be a specific enzyme group of cru-

ciferous plants (Brassicaceae) and catalyze the first structural modification step in the synthesis

of aliphatic glucosinolates [78,79]. In contrast to this and also in contrast to the results of a dis-

tinct FMO5 transcript analysis [80], the results of the protein expression analysis showed a sig-

nificantly reduced concentration of another FMO, FMO5. FMOs represent a family of

enzymes that metabolise xenobiotic compounds in the so-called phase I [81–83]. In the Varroa

mite, the above mentioned enzymes have not been described in connection with FA detoxifi-

cation so far, but have been associated with the development of resistance to certain chemical

pesticides in lepidopteran species and in the Varroa mite [40,84].

In the future, a functional study to determine enzyme activity should provide information

on the involvement of the above-mentioned enzymes in FA metabolism.

Conclusion

To our knowledge, this is the first study to characterize FA-dependent protein changes in the

Varroa mite. In summary, the study of protein concentrations provided information on the

primary site of action of FA (components of the respiratory chain), its molecular effects in the

organism (dysregulation of proteostasis, oxidative stress), and detoxification and defense

mechanisms, which presumably include heat shock proteins and detoxification enzymes.

However, this study only includes effects that occur at an early stage of treatment (24h).

Further studies should therefore investigate the expression of selected proteins over time dur-

ing a standard FA treatment for an average of ten days.

However, a conclusive evidence for the association of the regulated proteins with FA

exposure has not yet been established by this study. Ultimately, this can only be achieved by

elucidating the functional correlation, since the function of an enzyme is not characterized

by the abundance of the associated protein alone. Therefore, the function of the identified

proteins should be further investigated in the future in order to increase our knowledge of

the cellular structures that FA or other drugs might target. This will enable new treatment

strategies against the pathogen V.destructor based on unique cellular targets and/ or

pathways.
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